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Abstract— Wireless Relaying is one of the  promising 
solutions to overcome the channel impairments and  
provide high data rate coverage that appears for beyond 
3G mobile communications. In this paper we present an 
end to end BER performance analysis of dual hop 
wireless communication systems equipped with multiple 
Decode and Forward relays over the Rayleigh fading 
channel with relay selection. We select the best relay 
based on end to end channel conditions. We apply 
Orthogonal Space Time Block coding (OSTBC) at 
source, and also present how the multiple antennas at 
the source terminal affects the end to end BER 
performance. This intermediate relay technique will 
cover long distance where destination is out of reach 
from source. 
Keywords-Bit error rate (BER), amplify and forward 
(AF), multiple input multiple output (MIMO), decode-
and-forward (DF),probability density function (PDF). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Dual hop transmission is a technique by which the 
channel from source to destination is split into two possibly 
shorter links using a relay. In this case the key idea is that the 
source relays a signal to destination via a third terminal that 
acts as a relay [1]. It is an attractive technique when the 
direct link between the base station and the original mobile 
terminal is in deep fade or heavy shadowing or when the 
destination is out of reach of the source. 
Cooperative relaying is a promising extension to relay 
networks where several relay stations transmit jointly to 
same destination yielding diversity gain [2].Depending on 
the nature and complexity of the relays cooperative 
transmission system can be classified into two main 
categories, namely regenerative or non regenerative systems. 
The performance of both systems has been well studied in 
[3], [4], [5]. In [5] it is shown that outage probability may be 
reduced via a variety of cooperation protocols. In [5] and [6] 
various protocols for ergodic capacity have been analyzed 
but they all are for fixed single relay system with AF 
(Amplify-and-Forward) and DF (Decode-and-Forward) 
modes. But all this analysis all nodes have only one antenna 
consideration. Dual hop transmission of multiple antenna 
equipped relays has been analyzed in paper [7]. In this paper, 
our aim is to analyze the system with multiple relay nodes 
where each relay node has one transmit and one receive 
antenna and source transmitting data using  more than one 
transmit antenna . We assume the two hop experience 
independently, not necessarily identically distribute Rayleigh 
fading reliability by averaging over independent channel 
realization and would be more efficient to combat fading and 
shadowing.. Moreover in this paper at the receiver end we 
are not considering all received signal passing through 
different relay stations. We are selecting signal from one of 
the best relay stations to assist the communication like a 
single source destination pair. It will reduce the decoding 
complexity at receiver side and also in the same time will 
achieve diversity gain.  
       The paper is outlined as follows: Section II introduces 
the system and channel model. Section III derives the 
probability density function and moment generation function 
of the received SNR per bit and analyzes the BER 
performance when M-ary PSK constellations are used. Relay 
selection protocol is described in Section IV. Simulation 
results of our end to end BER performance are presented in 
Section V. Finally Section VI presents conclusion and future 
work. 
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL  MODEL :
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Figure 1. Two-hop relay network with antenna arrays 
at source and  r relays  are  relaying signal to D. 
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Consider a wireless network with r relay nodes which 
are placed randomly and independently according to some 
distribution. The source is equipped with multiple transmit 
antennas and each relay node has a single antenna which 
can be used for both transmission and reception. After 
receiving the signal from source each relay node decodes it 
and among them only one transmits it to destination. We 
assume there is no direct link from source to destination. We 
are applying OSTBC at the source. No channel information 
is available at source. So no power or bit loading is 
performed at source. Each transmit antenna of source is 
assumed to use the same transmit power 2s
P
t
σ = , where P is 
the total transmission power of the source  and t  is the 
number of antennas at source. At first time slot the source 
transmits the signals over the uplink matrix channel HSR  to 
the relays. After receiving the signal each relay decode the 
signal and find out the best relay among them and then 
transmits it to destination. 
III. BER  ANALYSIS 
We are considering the dual hop wireless communication 
in which source equipped with multiple antennas and 
communication with destination via number of relay nodes. 
In order to achieve spatial diversity we are applying OSTBC 
at source. We assume there are r relays and number of 
transmit antennas at source is t. So the channel matrix for the 
first hop is given by             
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where the element ijh  denotes the channel gain between  the 
i th relay and the j th transmit antenna of source, 
1,2,...i r= and 1, 2,...j t= . We assume that each element of 
SRH  is an independent and identically distributed complex 
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and 1β variance. If 
we notice carefully we observe each row of SRH  represents 
the channel coefficient between source and relay. So the 
channel matrix for each relay can be represented by  
( )1. .i i ith hα =     for i= 1,2,...i r=
And for the second hop ig  is the individual relay to 
destination fading amplitude. 
When OSTBC X is used at the source the signals 
received at each  relay are given by  
        i i iY X Eα= +           (2)  
where      
1 . .
i i i
LY y y
ª º
= « »¬ ¼
                      (3)    
and 
              1 . .
i i i
LE e e
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                        (4) 
i
l
y and i
l
e  denote the received signal and the additive 
complex white Gaussian noise with  mean zero and variance 
2
Aσ respectively, at the thi relay during the l th symbol 
duration where the block length of the OSTBC is denoted by 
L . After receiving the signal each relay decodes them with 
an efficient ML detector and take decision among them who 
is more opportunistic for relaying signal to destination and 
then  transmit it to destination. We are discussing the relay 
selection protocol in Section IV. Let i th relay is the most 
appropriate the for relaying signal to destination .Then the 
received signal at destination is  
i 1g
D DY X e= +                         (5) 
where 1X  is the transmitted signal matrix from relay to 
destination and De  is the complex additive white Gaussian 
noise with mean zero and variance 2Bσ . Let
2 2 2
A Bσ σ σ= = .
From (2) the received SNRs at each relay  for the first hop 
can be given as  
2
( )R icγ ρ ρ α= = 2
1
t
ij
j
c hρ
=
= ¦        (6) 
where 2/( . . )c L t K Log M=  and 
2/Pρ σ= . K is number of 
complex signal is transmitted by OSTBC code X. And for 
the second hop it is like a SISO channel. For M order 
modulation the SNR of second hop can be given by  
2
2( ) / log
D
ig Mγ ρ ρ=          (7) 
So the MGFs of the first hop and second hop  for ( )Rγ ρ
and Dγ are respectively obtained  by  
( )1( ) 1R tM s c sγ β ρ −== +         (8) 
( ) 1/(1 )D
DM s sγ γ= +         (9) 
By taking the inverse Laplace transform of  (8) and (9) The 
PDFs of ( )Rγ ρ  and ( )Dγ ρ are respectively given by  
1/
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BER of M-ary PSK constellation : The PDF of phase θ of
the received signal with SNR γ  is given by in [10] 
( )22 2log log cos2 21 1( | ) 1 cos 4 log 1 log cos2 2M Mf e M e erfc Mγ γ θθ θ γ θ π γ γ θπ ª º§ ·− « »¨ ¸© ¹« »¬ ¼= + −
     
                       (12) 
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where 
21
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y
x
x e dy
π
∞
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= ³  Then the exact probability that the 
phase θ  of the received signals lies in a decision region 
,l uθ ϑª º¬ ¼ is given by  
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The BERs of M-ary PSK constellation for the first and 
second are respectively obtained by  
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where (2 3) /
jl
j Mθ π= − and (2 3) /
ju
j Mθ π= −  for  j=1,…M 
and je is the number of bit errors in the decision region. 
IV. RELAY SELECTION   
In this paper, all relay stations are not relaying signal to 
destination. At the receiver end we are only getting signal 
which are coming form the best station. We are assuming 
source to relay and relay to destination channel state 
information is available to each relay. The relay nodes 
monitor the instantaneous channel conditions. After 
receiving the signals, each relay decodes hem with an 
efficient ML detector and find out among them which one is 
more opportunistic for relaying signal to destination. The 
term opportunistic has been widely used in various different 
context. In previous work opportunistic relay is defined 
considering distance toward source or destination [9] or 
sometimes considering the channel condition [8]. The relay 
selection based on distance is not a good selection since 
communication link between transmitter and receiver 
locating in the same distance might have enormous 
difference in terms of received signal due to fading and 
shadowing. In this paper we are assuming all relays can 
listen to each other. After monitoring the instantaneous 
channel condition each relay also broadcast the information 
to other relay nodes. And they come to know among them 
which one is more opportunistic in this time.  
 In our study we denote the relay  to destination channel 
state information SRH and RDH . Let siα and idα is the 
channel state information to thi  relay from source to thi relay 
and thi  relay to destination respectively. The channel 
estimates siα , idα  describe the quality of the wireless path 
between source-relay -destination to each relay. Where siα is 
calculated by relay i by the following equation. 
( )1 . . . /si i ith h tα = + +  .                    (16) 
idα  is the fading amplitude from relay to destination. Since 
the two hops are both important for end to end performance 
each relay calculates corresponding ih  based on the two 
decision rules and broadcast the measured values among 
them 
 Rule 1: { }2 2min ,i si idh α α=                          (19)   
                            
 Rule 2:
2 2
2 2
2 2
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  (20)         
The relay i that maximizes function ih is one with the “best” 
end to end path between initial source to destination. 
After discovered best relay then it relaying to destination. 
In this paper it is assumed the destination have perfect 
channel information available for decoding the received 
signal.  
V. SIMULATION RESULT 
In this section, we are presenting our simulation result 
about BER performance. We consider QPSK and 16QAM 
constellation for 2 and 4 transmit antenna equipped source. 
We are assuming the channels are Rayleigh fading channel. 
Two sorts of simulation are performed one for decision rule1 
and another for decision rule2. And performances are nearly 
same for both two cases.  
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Figure 2. BER vs SNR for Relay selection.  
Tx=2,modulation=QPSK. 
In Fig2 and Fig3 we consider 2 transmit antenna and 4 
transmit antenna at source respectively. By comparing Fig 2 
and Fig 3 we illustrate how BER performance can be 
improved by increasing the number of antennas and relays. If 
we select more relays than it is possible to improve BER 
performance instead of using more transmit antennas at 
source. It will reduce the cost of implementing more 
antennas at base station. Modulation order also affects the 
difference between the BER performances, that is shown in 
Fig 4 and Fig 5. If the modulation order gets higher, the 
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difference becomes egligible. Comparing Fig 2 and Fig 4 
and Fig 3 and Fig 5, it is easily noticeable. 
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Figure 3. BER vs SNR for Relay selection.  
Tx=4,modulation=QPS 
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Figure 4. BER vs SNR for Relay selection.  
Tx=2,modulation=16QAM
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Figure5. BER vs SNR for Relay selection.  
Tx=4,modulation=16QAM
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we presented end to end BER performance 
of dual hop wireless transmission employing transmit 
diversity with OSTBC  and  receiver diversity by using 
multiple relays where the destination is out of reach from 
source. We show the BER performance by varying the 
number of antennas and number of relays. But this 
performance improvement is not too much if the channel is 
noisy. In our design we are only considering the best signals 
those are coming from best relay station for reducing 
receiver complexity. In future our work will be evaluated 
under more advanced receiver structure for realistic channel 
consideration and we will continue  our work for multi hop 
transmission  for covering long distance. 
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